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What if God embedded a code in the Bible that could only be cracked in the end times--a prophetic

cypher that reveals how the four blood moons and the biblical Shemitah are just signs of the

beginning of end-time events?Unlocking a great mystery that has puzzled scholars for nearly two

thousand years, THE BABYLON CODE reveals how powerful forces are now at work to create a

global government, cashless society, and universal religion as predicted by the prophets. The result

of a five-year journalistic investigation, THE BABYLON CODE takes readers on a spellbinding

journey to explore the link between the world's most secret organizations, the Bible's greatest

prophetic riddle, and what world-renowned evangelist Billy Graham describes as a convergence in

end-time signs for the first time in history. This prophetic mystery book pieces together the

apocalyptic puzzle--uncovering what may be not only the biggest story and political scandal in

modern history, but also the secret to both our survival and our salvation.
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Conspiracy theories are a tricky subject to discuss. On the one hand you have the incredulous eye

rolling disbelief of those who think they know better and on the other hand the ranting wild eyed

crazies who are hiding from black helicopters. Then in the middle there are folks like Paul McGuire

and Troy Anderson who have tried to bring some reasonable scholarship to the subject.To me one

of the great failings of most conspiracy theories, (and yes Iâ€™ve read a lot of books on the subject)

is they fail to complete the story arc. In other words they have no congruent idea upon which to

base their theory through the ages. I mean come on, every generation has businessmen and



women who â€œconspireâ€• in some form or another to promote their own self-interests over others.

But what legitimate mechanism would or could promote any agenda over multiple generations? That

is an entirely different question altogether.In Babylon Code I think the authors have gotten closer

than most to identifying a legitimate mechanism or philosophy, if you will, which would be capable of

a uniting men and women across the ages in a conspiracy. As the authors show, that conspiracy

began in Eden with the first promise of secular humanistic â€œenlightenmentâ€•, that ancient

promise of knowledge and eventual godhood represented by luciferians, the world over, with the

symbol of the open eye.Genesis 3:5 5 For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your

eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.Now there is a bit of

repetition in this book, but that is the nature of the evidence. Names change and generations pass,

but the underlying theme stays the same. That is why you see the same ideas and beliefs

represented over and over again throughout history.

The book is okay but as others have said, it is too repetitive. Also it irritated me no end that they

kept referring to a really old age for the Earth (i.e., theistic Evolution)... I had a hard time taking it

seriously after that.My biggest complaint though is that in every chapter they quote a multitude of

people (saved and unsaved) about a multitude of positions and then towards the end of the

chapters they don't really narrow it down and give you what they think is the most tenable position

and back it up.I don't really want to read what everyone and their dog has to say about where

Babylon is located... I want to hear what the Bible has to say and then narrow down based on that

what is probably the best answer. No instead you have to wade through all these various opinions

about every topic. It reminded me what I was taught about how the Pharisees would teach and how

Jesus would teach... The Pharisees wouldn't give definitive answers and would refer to one teacher

after another and say... Rabbi Whatchamacallit says this but Rabbi JohannDoe says otherwise....

whereas Jesus came and said You have heard that it has been said .... but I say unto you ....I'm not

comparing the authors to Pharisees, nor do I think they should think their opinions are the breath of

the Holy Spirit.Just that the chapters would have been shorter had they given us the three most

prevalent beliefs about whatever the chapter is about and then break it down from there to show

why one of those is the most likely (because it fits what the Bible says)... No what we have is a full

chapter of quotes from everyone and their dog that are all over the place and then they never really

narrow it down to say why some of those views are right or wrong.

Review of The Babylon Code by Paul McGuire and Troy AndersonBy S. Douglas Woodward,



October 28, 2015A Lens through which We See Manâ€™s Rebellious Response to the Plan of the

LORD GodIt is the greatest riddle in the Bible. It is also the key insight conveying the context of the

whole message of the scripture. What am I talking about? Mystery Babylon. What is Mystery

Babylon? Why does the Bible call it, Mystery Babylon? When did this â€œcosmic colossusâ€•

appear? Does it still exist today? Will it exist again in the future? How does it relate to the Kingdom

of God? What does it tell us about where we are in the prophetic timeline of events soon coming to

pass on the earth?A new book, The Babylon Code: Solving the Bibleâ€™s Greatest End-times

Mystery (Faith Words) by eschatology pundit Paul McGuire and award-winning and Pulitzer Prize

nominated journalist Troy Anderson, delves into these questions with an earnestness and candor

that few prominent persons teaching today about eschatology are willing to attempt. In short, The

Babylon Code seeks answers to the issues raised above by zeroing in on the riddle of â€œMystery,

Babylonâ€•. They more than do the questions justice in their comprehensive investigation and in

depth analysis.I had the pleasure of spending two days with Paul McGuire during the week of

October 19, 2015. The occasion was to interview Paul extensively on behalf of the ministry of

Prophecy in the News. Regular host Kevin Clarkson was called out of town unexpectedly and

requested I substi-tute as they were â€œin a pinchâ€•. It was a much-appreciated summons for me

for several reasons. One of those was just to get the opportunity to spend time with Paul McGuire. I

knew Paul casu-ally from previous conferences where we had shared a podium.
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